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Tins paper presents empmcal data from Japanese, Turkish and Hmd1 which show that an 
analysis ofscrambhng allowmg phrases to freely surface base generate and subsequently 
lower to a VP-internal theta pos1t10n at LF (Boskov1c and Takahashi 1998, B&T 
henceforth) 1s crosslrnguistically inadequate Under the assumpt10n that 'scrambled' 
phrases are freely base generated, it becomes mysterious that some phrases cannot 
scramble Moreover, some observed LP lowering is not motivated by the requirement of 
the scrambled phrase to have its theta features checked but rather 1s motivated by the 
requirement that some operators must remam clause bounded at the relevant level of 
representation, presumably LF This correctly captures the difference m mterpretation 
between two scope taking elements dependmg on whether or not they are clausemates 
Add1t10nally, data on WCO (weak crossover) and bmdmg m Hmd1 and Turkish clearly 
exhibit counterexamples to the proposed LF lowermg of' scrambled' phrases 

1 Traditional Analysis 
Scrambling, be it short distance or long distance, has been viewed to be an optional 

overt S-structure adJunctmn operat10n (HoJi 1985, Saito 1985, among others) This 
mstance of Move a. moves a constituent from its D-structure theta position and adJoms it 
to the IP of the root clause ( 1 ), for mstance, illustrates an example of short distance 
scramblmg The direct object which 1s base generated m its canomcal position, (la), has 
been moved to sentence lillttal position where 1t is IP-adJomed (le) The resultmg 
structure 1s given m (le) Examples (1)-(4) are from Saito 1989 

1 a Mary-ga sono hon-o yonda (koto) 
Mary-NOM that book-ACC read fact 
'Mary read that book' 

b sono hon-o Mary-ga yonda (koto) 
c [s sono bon-01 [s Mary-ga [VP t1 yonda ]]] (koto) 

(2) illustrates a case of long distance scrambling m which a constituent of the embedded 
clause, here the direct object sono hon-o, is scrambled to the sentence m1ttal pos1t10n llJ12l 

t1J Smee the cited Japanese, Hmdi and Turkish examples appear m their ongmal 
notatmn, some notational mconsistenc1es are observable m this paper I would hke to 
thank the audience at the 1999 MALC for their comments I also thank Kyle Johnson for 
discussmg some issues related to the topic covered m this paper 

121 In Japanese multiple scramblmg is possible (e g, Harada 1977, Saito 1989) 
Moreover, not only NPs but also CPs can be scrambled as shown m (1) from Saito 1989) 
(i) [s [s Mary-ga sono hon-o yonda to )1 [s John-ga t1 1tta]] (koto) 
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2 a [s John-ga [s Mary-ga sono hon-a yonda to ] itta ] (koto) 
John-NOM Marry-NOM that book-ACC read COMP said fact 

'John said that Mary read that book ' 
b [s so no hon-01 [s J ohn-ga [s· Mary-ga t1 yonda to ] Itta ] ] (koto) 

In the literature, the IP-adJoIDed pos1t1on of the scrambled phrase is considered an A' 
pos1t1on ID long distance scramblIDg (HoJI 1985, Saito 1985, Mahajan 1990), but an A or 
an A' pos1tton m short distance scramblIDg (e g, Saito 1985, 1989, also cf Webelhuth 
1989) 

Another property associated with scrambhng, given the Japanese data, relates to 
the contention that this optional S-structure movement can be undone at LF (Saito 1989) 
The ungrammaticality of (3a) 1s attributed to the fact that a wh-phrase, here dare-m of the 
matnx clause, is outside the c-commandIDg domain of the question morpheme ka m the 
embedded clause 

3 a * [s John- ga dare-m [s [s Mary-ga kuru] ka ] os1eta ] koto 
John-NOM who-to Mary-NOM come Q taught fact 
'the fact that John told who Q Mary is comIDg' 

In contrast, the wh-phrase m (3b) is w1thm the same clause as the question morpheme, 
and therefore w1thm the c-commandmg domain of ka 

b [s John-ga Mary-m [s [s dare-ga kuru] ka] os1eta] koto 
John-NOM Mary-to who-NOM come Q taught fact 
'the fact that John told Mary Q who is commg' 

Consequently, when a wh-phrase of the embedded clause scrambles to sentence 
irutial pos1t1on outside the c-commandmg domain of the question morpheme as m (4b), 
the requirement that the wh-phrase be c-commanded by the question morpheme will be 
met only if the wh-phrase lowers at LF This yields an LF representation as ID ( 4a) 

4 a [s Mary-ga [s [ s John-ga dona hon-a tosyokan-kara kar1das1ta] ka] 
Mary-NOM John-NOM which book-ACC library-from checked-out Q 

smtagatte1ru] koto 
want-to-know fact 
'the fact that Mary wants to know Q John checked out which book from the hbrary' 

b ? [s dona hon-a [s Mary-ga [s· [s John-ga t1 tosyokan-kara kar1das1ta] ka] 
smtagatte1ru] koto 

In conclus1on, the optional S-structure adJunctlon operation of scrambling can be undone 
at LF with no consequences smce unlike wh-movement and top1cahzat1on m Enghsh, 
scramblmg does not form an operator-variable structure at LF (Saito 1989) 
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2 LF lowenng analysis of scramblmg 
Boskov1c and Takahashi (1998) propose an alternative account of scramblmg, which 

is claimed to be conceptually superior because the mysterious property ofbemg undone 
at LF becomes an obligatory LF lowering operation m scrambling In B&T, 'scrambled' 
phrases do not start out m their canomcal theta position (but cf Saito and Fukui 1998, 
Miyagawa 1997) Rather, they are freely surface base generated at IP as m (5a=(2)) and 
are subsequently LF lowered to a VP-mternal theta pos1tton to have their theta features 
checked as shown m (5b) 131 

5 a [Ip sono hon-o (Ip John-ga (cp Mary-ga 
AtLF 

yonda to ] 1tta ] ] (koto) 

b [Ip John-ga [cp Mary-ga sono hon-o yonda to ] 1tta ] (koto) 

This operat10n triggered by the requirement to have theta features checked 
complies with Last Resort whereas m the traditional analysts scramblmg is an opt10nal 
operat10n not complymg with any known prmctple(s) m the grammar A further desirable 
consequence ofth1s analysis, accordmg to B&T, is that it renders the debate concernmg 
the type of the adjomed pos1t10n m scramblmg irrelevant 

Given this set of assumptions the grammaticality of (6) becomes straightforward 
smce the freely surface base generated direct object of the embedded clause, (6a), must 
LF lower for the checkmg of its theta features ( 6b) When 1t LF lowers to a theta position 
inside the embedded VP, 1t wtll necessarily fall w1thm the c-commandmg domam of the 
quest10n morpheme Examples (6)-(12) are from B&T 1998 

6 a Nan1-01 John-ga [Mary-ga t1 katta ka] s1tte1ru 
What-ACC John-NOM Mary-NOM bought Q knows 
'John knows what Mary bought ' 

AtLF 
b John-ga [Mary-ga nant-o katta ka] s1tte1ru 

S1mtlarly, the umversal quantifier m (7a), bemg a constituent of the embedded 
clause, must LF lower to a VP-rntemal theta pos1t1on of the embedded clause, as m (7b) 
As a result, 1t will be c-commanded by the existential quantifier m the subject pos1t10n of 
the matrix clause Hence B&T' s analysts makes correct pred1ct10ns as far as long distance 
scrambhng m Japanese ts concerned 

7 a Daremo-m [ dareka-ga 
everyone-DAT someone-NOM 

[Mary-ga 
Mary-NOM 

atta to] omottetru] 
met that thinks 

from some x, x a person, x thmks that for every y, ya person, Mary met y 
-:/:. for every y, y a person, there is some x, x a person, such that x thmks that Mary met y 

13! Followmg Lasntk and Sarto (1992), B&T assume that LF lowenng need not 
leave a trace tf 1t 1s not required by some pnnctple of grammar Based on Lasmk (I 995) 
and Chomsky (1994) they also assume that theta roles are formal features 
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[Mary-ga daremo-m atta to] omotte1ru 

The same reasonmg correctly accounts for the ungrammaticality of (8) as a v10lat10n of 
Pnnc1ple A of the bmdmg theory 

8 a *[Mary to Pam]i-m [otagai,-no hahaoya]-ga [John-ga t1 atta to] omotte1ru 
Mary and Pam-DAT each other-GEN mother-NOM John-NOM met that thmk 
'Mary and Pam, each other's mothers think that John met' 

AtLF 
b *[Otagai1-no hahoya]-ga [John-ga [Mary to Pam], -m atta to] omotteiru 

(Each other's mothers thmg that John met Mary and Pam) 

When considenng short distance 'scrambling', B&T resort to opt10nahty, a 
property which made the traditional analysis conceptually unappealmg m their view 
Assum.mg that all freely surface base generated constituents must LF lower to a theta 
position at LF, examples (10) and (11),unhke (9), become problematic 

9 Z1bunz1sm-o John-ga semeta 
Himself-ACC John-NOM blamed 
'John blamed himself ' 

10 Daremo,-m dareka-ga t1 atta 
everyone-DAT someone-NOM met 

'Everyone, someone met ' 

In (10), the mdirect object umversal quantifier, once LF lowered, ends up within the c-
commandmg domam of the sub1ect quantifier, y1eldmg a readmg where the subject 
quantifier takes scope over the mdirect object However, as B&T note, (10) ism fact 
ambiguous, suggestmg that the umversal quantifier remams m its 'scrambled' position 
Sumlarly, ifthe mdirect object m (11) were to lower to a VP-mternal theta position at LF, 
it would fail to c-command the reciprocal m the subject of the clause, resultmg m a 
v1olat10n of the bmdmg theory 

11 [Mary to Pam ]1 -m [ [otagru.1- m hahaoya]- ga ti atta] 
Mary and Pam -DAT each other-GEN mother-NOM met 
'Mary and Pam, each other's mothers met' 

In short, B&T conclude that short distance scrambling differs from long distance 
scramblmg f4I The freely surface base generated constituent must LF lower m the latter 
whereas it may or may not LF lower m the fonner LF lowenng must remam optmnal m 
short distance 'scramblmg' smce otherwise, as B&T pomt out, (12) would not be 

£4l Properties of long distance and short distance scramblmg have always been 
shown to differ withm the theoretical assumpt10ns assumed by the trad1t1onal analysis 
(see text for relevant references) 
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expected to show Cond1t10n C-type reconstruct10n effects Examples (6-12) are from 
Boskov1c and Takahashi 1998 

12 * (Ip [ John1-no hahaoya ]-o 
John-GEN mother-ACC 

' John' s mother, he blamed ' 

(Ip kare1-ga semeta]] 
he-NOM blamed 

Unhke m the trad1t10nal analysis, optionality is not mherent to the scramblmg 
operat10n itself but rather ts relegated to the avatlabthty of language-specific 
mecbamsms More exphc1tly, LF lowenng ts a must unless language specific 
mechamsms permit otherwtse One such language-specific mechamsm 10 Japanese, 1s the 
option ofreanalyzmg an IP-adjomed pos1t10n mto an additional specifier position of the 
IP (Kuroda 1988, Sruto 1992) A correlat10n 1s drawn between the avadabihty of such 
reanalysis m this structural configuration and the grammatlcahty of multiple subject 
construct10n ill Japanese (Kuno 1973) Hence, scramblmg languages without the multiple 
subject construction are expected to obhgatonly LF lower a 'scrambled' phrase to a VP-
mternal theta position even ill short distance scrambling Therefore, long and short 
distance scrambhng ts not expected to differ m these languages with respect to LF 
lowermg However, this expectat10n is not borne out as dlustrated by Hmdt and Turkish 
m the next section 

3 Empmcal weakness of the LF analysis 
This section presents data from Japanese, Hmd1, and Turkish that clearly illustrate 

that a free base generation of' scrambled' elements cannot account for all mstances of 
scramblmg Moreover, the LF lowenng aspect ohms novel analysts makes empmcally 
wrong pred1chons if' scrambled' phrases were to LF lower to their respective theta 
positions Data from WCO and bmdmg theory illustrate this pomt And finally, although 
a 'scrambled' phrase of an embedded clause takes narrow scope with respect to a 
quantifier m the matnx clause after It LF lowers, the desired scope relations do not obtam 
when the 'scrambled' phrase and the other quantifier are constituents of the same clause 

3 1 Free base generat10n 
Even m languages such as Japanese, and Turkish, which readdy allow scrambhng, 

some constituents cannot scramble freely For mstance, subjects m Japanese cannot 
scramble, as shown m (13, 14) from Saito 1985 This 1s unexpected under the freely 
surface base generation analysis of scramblmg 

13 *Sono okas1-ga, John-ga [s t1 OlSll to] omotte tru (koto) 
that candy-Norn John-Norn 
(John thmks that the candy 1s tasty) 

tasty COMP 

14 "' Sono hon-gai John-ga [so t1 yoku urete 1ru to 
that book-Norn John-Nom well sellmg COMP 
(John thmks that that book 1s selhng well) 
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As was shown previously, m contrast to subjects objects scramble freely Saito 
(1985) attnbutes this observed subject/object asymmetry to Case theoretic cons1derat1ons, 
and considers nommative Case m Japanese not to be structural Case There does seem to 
be a correlation between the overt realtzat10n of structural Case and the ab1hty of an 
element to scramble, though I will not consider this issue here 

The Turkish examples m (15-18) illustrate embedded clauses with different 
properties In (15?, the embedded clause 1s verbal m nature whereas m (17) 1t 1s nommal 
(Kornfilt 1984) 15 

15 [pro [ Ahmet-m Berna-ya t1 vermes+m] 1st1yorum] bu k1tab-11 
Ahmet-GEN Berna-DAT to g1ve-agr-ACC want-agr this book-ACC 

'I want Ahmet to give this book to Berna' 

16 [pro [ Ahmet'm t1 bu kitab-1 vermes+m] 1st1yorum] Berna'ya1 

(15) and (16) show that a dtrect object and an mdtrect object of an embedded clause, 
respectively, can scramble In contrast, a constituent of an embedded clause that 1s 
nommal m nature does not allow scramblmg as shown m (17) and (18) 

17 Ahmet [ [Berna-nm ban-a verdig1 ] 
Ahmet-NOM Berna-GEN I-DAT gave-nom-agr 
'Ahmet knows the book that Berna gave to me' 

kitab-1 bihyorum 
book-ACC know-agr 

18 * Ahmet [[Berna-nm t1 verd1g1] kttab-1 ] bihyorum ban-a1 

If' scrambled' phrases are truly freely surface base generated and then LF 
lowered, there should be no difference between the embedded clauses above The 
difference between (17) and (18) m Turkish and the above mentioned subject/object m 
Japanese 1s not taken mto cons1derat10n m the freely surface base generation analysis 

3 2 LF lowenng 
This subsection presents data that exammes the LF lowermg aspect ofB&T's 

novel analysis of scramblmg Recall that B&T claim that LF lowenng of a freely surface 
base generated expression 1s a must m long distance scrambling but that 1t 1s optional m 
short distance scrambling 1fthe language, ltke Japanese, allows for reanalysis Neither 
Hmd1 nor Turkish has the multiple subject construct10n Therefore these languages, 
unhke Japanese, are assumed to lack the language-specific mechamsm ofreanalyzmg an 
IP-adjomed pos1t1on mto an add1t10nal specifier of the IP Consequently, LF lowenng 
becomes unexcept10nally a must m these languages even m short distance scramblmg 

151 Turkish examples (15-23) and (34) are from Kural 1992 Examples ( 25,26,30, 
31) are from Kura! 1997, and all are claimed to be uttered with neutral mtonat10n 
Abbreviations used m the Turkish exmaples ACC=accusat1ve, NOM=nommattve, 
DAT=dat1ve, GEN=gemt1ve, agr-agreement, sg=smgular, 
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(19) shows a Turkish sentence with a reciprocal m direct object pos1t1on, which is bound 
by a c-commandmg plural NP m subject pos1t10n 

19 Adamlar1 brrbirlenn-11 gormu~ 
men each other-Ace saw 

'The men saw each other ' 

If the dtrect object were to scramble, the sentence becomes ungrammatical 

20 * B1rbirlermi1 adamlar, t1 gormu~ 

Thls outcome 1s unexpected under B&T's analysis ofscramblmg accordmg to which the 
direct object m (20) would be freely surface base generated at IP, (21a), and subsequently 
lowered to the VP-mternal theta position, (21 b ), at LF 

21 a [IP Birbtrlerm11 [IP adamlar1 t1 gormu~ ]] 
AtLF 

b [ adamlar b1rb1rlenm gormu~] 

Although the resultmg LF representation is identical to (19), ( 19) and (20) differ m 
grammaticality with respect to the bmdmg theory 

Given the assigned mdexmg, (22a) yields a WCO configurat10n at LF after the 
umversal quantifier m direct object posit10n raises at LF The pronoun contamed m the 
subject cannot receive a bound mterpretatton 

22 a * [pro, sekreten ] herkes11 
3sg secretary-agr-Nom everybody-Ace 
'Hts, secretary called everybody/ 

aranu~ 

call-past-agr 

However, unhke quantifier raismg at LF, if the umversal quantifier m direct object 
position were to scramble to sentence initial position, as shown m (22b), WCO effects 
disappear, and the sentence improves dramatically 

b ? herkes11 [pro1 sekreten ] t1 arami~ 

Agam, this is unexpected if the scrambled direct object LF lowers to its VP-mternal theta 
pos1t10n, smce the resultmg configuration at LF would be identical to the one that gave 
nse to WCO m (22a) Similarly, (23b) 1s mcorrectly predicted to be on a par with 
unscrambled (23a) with respect to bmdmg once the scrambled constituent LF lowers m 
(23b) 

23 a Herkes, [ pro1 sekreter+m1 arrum~ 
everybody-NOM 3sg secretary-agr-ACC called-agr 
'Everybody, called h1s1 secretary' 

b * [ pro, sekretenm J, herkes1 t, aram1~ 
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The same situation anses m Hmdi (24a) shows that a wh-phrase drrect object m Hmdi, 
scrambled to the left of the sentence, can bmd a pronoun contained m the subject NP 161 

24 a las-ko, usk111 maaN-ne ghar se rukaal diyaa 
who (DO) lus mother-erg home from threw out 
Who1 did his1 mother throw out of the house? 

b * usk111 maaN-ne las-ko. ghar se mkaal diyaa 

However, when the direct object appears m its canonical position as shown m (24b), the 
pronoun contained m the subject no longer has a bound readmg, a WCO configuration 

As m the Turkish examples above, if the 'scrambled' drrect object m (24a) were 
to LF lower, the resultmg representation would be identical to unscrambled (24b) 
Therefore, at LF the pronoun would not be c-commanded by the dtrect object, failmg to 
meet the structural reqmrement for bmdmg The outcome is an ungrammatical sentence 
However, note that the pronoun m (24a) has a bound readmg unhke the pronoun m (24b) 

In long distance scrambling, B&T' s analysis makes the correct predictions with 
respect to scope mteractions m the Turlosh and Hmdi examples which correspond to the 
Japanese examples that they discuss In these mstances, a quantifier m the matrix clause 
takes wide scope with respect to a scrambled constituent of the embedded clause As 
shown m (25) and (26), the rightward scrambled phrase takes narrow scope with respect 
to the quantifier m the matrix clause 

25 a [Herkes [pro ti dun aradigim]-i samyor] Uy kI~i-yi1 
everybody-NOM lsg yesterday called-agr-ACC thmk-agr three person-ACC 
'Everyone thmks I called three people yesterday ' 

b [Vx 3y [x tlunks I called y yesterday]] 
c * [3y Vx [x thinks I called y yesterday]] 

26 a [U9 la~i [pro t1 dun aradigim]-i saniyor] herkes-i1 
'Three people thmk I called everyone yesterday' 

b * [Vy 3x [x thmks I called y yesterday]] 
c [3x Vy [x thmks I called y yesterday]] 

Turnmg to Hmdi, (27a) illustrates that long distance scrambling is possible m 
Hmdi (27b) shows the ordering of constituent after the scrambled embedded drrect 
object m (27a) lowers at LF 

27 a Mohan-ko1 raam -ne socaa [la 
Mohan (EDO) Ram(SUB) thought that 

(ht) Mohan, Ram thought that Sita had seen 

sutaa-ne t1 dekhaa thaa] 
Sita (SUB) seen be-past 

[61 Hmdi examples m text are from Mahajan 1990 The followmg abbreviations are 
used m the Hmdi examples SUB=subject, DO=direct object, IO=mduect object, 
ESUB=embedded subject, EDO=embedded duect object, perf-perfect, f=femmme 
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AtLF 
b raam-ne socaa [lo sntaa-ne mohan-ko dekhaa thaa] 

(28b) illustrates that a scrambled embedded direct object cannot bmd a reflexive 
contained in the subject of the matnx subject This is expected ifthe scrambled 
embedded direct object LF lowers to a structural pos1t10n from which it cannot c-
command the reflexive (28a), where scrambhng has not taken place, is ungrammatical 
for the same reason 

28 a * apnu bahm-ne socaa [kt raam-ne mohan-ko dekhaa] 
selfs sister (SUB) thought that Ram (ESUB) Mohan (EDO) saw 

(ht) self's sister thought that Ram saw Mohan 

b * mohan-ko1 apn111 bahm-ne socaa [ lo raam-ne t1 dekhaa] 

The same reasonmg accounts for the ungrammaticality of (29a) where a umversal 
quantifier scrambled out of the embedded clause fails to bmd a pronoun ms1de the subject 
of the matnx clause 

29 a * sab-ko1 usk111 bahm-ne socaa [cp (lo) raam-ne ti dekhaa] 
everyone (FDO) his sister (SUB) thought (that) Ram (ESUB) saw 
*Hts1 sister thought that Ram saw everyone1 

At LF 
b ' uslo1 bahm-ne socaa [cp (kt) raam-ne sab-ko dekhaa] 

B&T's analysis, however, makes mcorrect pred1ct1ons when the scrambled 
element enters mto scope relations with a subject quantifier of its own clause, or enters 
mto bmdmg relations with elements of the same clause Fust consider the Turkish 
examples m (30) and (31) m which an embedded constituent is scrambled rightward 

30 a [pro [herkes-m t, dun aradig-i]-m saniyor-um] uc;; kt§i-y11 
lsg everybody-GEN yesterday called-agr-ACC thmk-lsg three people-ACC 
'I thmk everyone called three people yesterday ' 

b I thmk [3y Vx [x called y yesterday]] 
c *I think [Vx 3y [x called y yesterday] ] 

31 a [ pro [ur;: kl§t-nm t1 dun aradig-1]-m saruyor-um] herkes-11 
lsg three people yesterday called-agr-ACC thmk-lsg everybody-ACC 

'I think three people called everybody yesterday ' 
b I think [Vy 3x [x called y yesterday]] 
c *!think [3x Vy [x called y yesterday]] 

In both mstances the nghtward scrambled element takes wide scope with respect 
to the quant1ficat10nal expression m subject posit10n of the embedded clause This 1s 
certamly unexpected if the scrambled element LF lowers to a VP-mternal position for 
theta feature checking Even 1f the subject of the embedded clause were to remam m situ 
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m the specifier of the embedded VP, rather than havmg moved to the specifier of the 
embedded IP, the latter still c-commands the LF lowered object and hence should take 
scope over it As the readmgs m (30b,c) and (3 Ib,c) clearly show the scrambled phrases 
also take narrow scope with respect to the matnx predicate, suggestmg that some 
lowering 1s takmg place 

Smularly m Hmd1, when a wh-phrase or a quanttfier of the embedded clause is 
scrambled leftward to sentence mitial position as shown m (32), the scrambled element 
can bmd a pronoun contamed m the embedded subject 

32 a kis-ko, I sab-ko, raam-ne socaa [ ki usku1 bahm-ne t1 dekhaa thaa] 
who/everyone (EDO) Ram (SUB) thought that his sister (ESUB) seen be-past 
'Who, did Ram thmk that hJ.s1 sister had seen?' 
'Everyone., Ram thought that hJ.s1 sister had seen' 

This contrasts with the Hmd1 example m (29) and the Turkish examples m (25c) and 
(26c) (32a) 1s mtngumg m another way IfLF lowermg of scrambled elements 1s a must, 
as claimed by B&T, then the LF representat10n of(32a) wdl look ltke m (32b) 

AtLF 
b raam-ne socaa [kl uski1 bahm-ne kls-ko I sab-ko dekhaa thaa] 

(32b) wdl correctly predict the absence ofWCO v10latlon, a welcome result However, 
note that it mcorrectly rules out the bound variable readmg of the pronoun as 1s clearly 
possible m (32a) 

The data presented above strongly suggest that some LF lowering does take place, 
though not necessarily to the claimed VP-mternal theta position An alternative to 
lowering 1s possible if quantifiers, mcludmg wh-phrases, are reqmred to be clause bound 
(cf May 1977, 1985, among others) In other words, m order to yield a licit LF 
representation, these elements cannot take scope beyond the clause ofwhJ.ch they are a 
constituent Tills wellformedness condit10n on quantifiers is what forces the lowering, 
particularly to a position that excludes a syntactic domain that 1s structurally higher than 
their own clause As far as the LF lowermg analysis of scrambhng is concerned, 
scrambled expressions other than quantJ.fiers and wh-phrases could stIII be predicted to 
lower to their respective VP-mternal theta position 17! However, there is evidence that LF 
lowering may be to a posit10n other than the VP-mternal theta posit10n 

171 One could assume that even the quantificattonal expressions LF lower to a VP-
mternal position and then quantifier raise to meet wellformedness Economy 
considerat10ns would disfavor such a derivation Alternatively, one could assume that 
these expressions are theta marked m their LF lowered IP adjomed position This strategy 
could account for the Japanese facts smce such a position will be reanalyzed as an 
additional specifier of the IP which the raised verbal complex can then theta mark 
However, note that such a strategy is untenable m Hrndi and Turkish smce such 
reanalysis is not possible m these languages due to the absence of the multiple subject 
construction Boskov1c (p c) suggests that even m Turkish the scrambled phrase could LF 
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4 Even 1f a 'scrambled' phrase were to lower at LF, 1t 1s not necessarily to a theta 
position 

Consider the canomcal order of constituents m a simple declarative sentence m Hmdi 
shown m (33a) As (33a) clearly md1cates an anaphor contamed m the direct object can 
be bound by a nommal expression m the subject posit10n and the mdirect object position 

33 a raam-ne1 mohan-ko1 apnu llj kttaab lOTaan 
Ram(SUB) Mohan (IO) selfs book-f (DO) return-perf-f 
'Rami returned selfs t!J book to Mohan' 

Accordmgly, the sentence above is ambiguous because either the subject NP or the 
md1rect object NP can be the antecedent of the reflexive Once the direct object NP 
contammg the reflexive moves to a positlon to the left of the mdirect object but still to the 
nght of the subject, bmdmg by the subject NP 1s sttll possible while bmdmg by the NP m 
mduect object position is no longer possible This is shown ill (33b) 

b raam-ne, apnu t1 •1 kttaab mohan-koJ 
Ram (SUB) selfs book-f(DO) Mohan(IO) 
'Ram1 returned selfs t1•J book to MohanJ' 

IOTaau 
return-perf-f 

IfLF lowering is obhgatory m long distance as well as short distance scrambhng, 
then the scrambled NP m (33b) should lower to its canomcal position yteldmg the 
alignment of arguments m (33a) However, unlike m (33a), the reflexive contamed m the 
NP m dtrect object pos1t1on can no longer be bound by the mdtrect object NP This ts 
unexpected 

Assume that the NP contammg the reflexive is scrambled to sentence 1mt1al 
position as shown m (33c) 

c apnu ,1 "J kttaab raam-ne, mohan-koJ 
selfs book-f(DO) Ram (SUB) Mohan(IO) 
'Ram1 returned selfs tl*J book to MohanJ' 

lOTaau 
retum-perf-f 

Agam, if LF lowermg were a must, the bmdmg possib1ht1es m (3 3c) are expected to be 
hke those m (33a) The prediction 1s not borne out More mterestingly, as the mdexmg m 
(33c) shows the subject can still bmd the reflexive but the mdlfect object cannot This 
suggests that the scrambled phrase has lowered to a position that ts c-commanded by the 
subject but not the mdtrect object This outcome mdicates that LF lowering might target a 

lower to IP and adJom to 1t smce, assummg Chomsky (1993, 1995), the verbal complex 1s 
situated m I at LF crosslmguistlcally This, however, would predict that Case features 
must be weak and hence checked at LF ill Turkish as well There is evidence that 1s not 
the case I leave this issue for further research 
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posit10n other than the VP-mternal theta posit10n The Turkish data below collaborates the 
possibility of additional positions to which a scrambled phrase can LF lower Thus the 
reciprocal m (34a) may be appear ma posit10n as m (34a), (34b) or (34c) 

34 a Adamlar, Ahmet'i birbirlen-nei 
Men-NOM Ahmet-ACC each other-DAT 

'The men showed Ahmet to each other ' 
b Adamlar, btrbirlermei Ahmet'1 gosterdi 
c Btrbirlerme1 adamlar, Ahmet'1 gosterdi 

go st er di 
showed-agr 

If the scrambled reciprocal m (34c) were to LF lower, 1t could target a posit10n it 
occupied m (34a) or (34b), leadmg to the content10n that more than one pos1t1on is 
available to LF lowenng The bmdmg facts of(33) m Hmdi, then, come as no surpnse 
In short, m cases where there is evidence that the scrambled phrase has lowered, there is 
also evidence suggestmg that the lowenng 1s not necessanly to a VP-mtemal theta 
pos1t1on 

5 Conclusion 
This paper provided crosshngmstlc evidence that not all 'scrambled' phrases can be 

freely surface base generated after all Moreover, some observed LF lowering 1s not 
motivated by the reqmrement of the scrambled phrase to have its theta features checked 
but rather is motivated by the reqmrement that some operators must remain clause 
bounded at the relevant level of representation, presumably LF Moreover, smce 
scrambled phrases may LF lower to a position other than the VP-mtemal theta position, it 
can no longer be argued that the LF lowering of scrambled phrases is motivated by the 
pnnciple of Last Resort This somewhat weakens the claim that the novel analysis is 
conceptually sup en or to the traditional analysis of scrambling 
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